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Abstract—Dynamic spectrum sharing techniques applied in
the UHF TV band have been developed to allow secondary
WiFi transmission in areas with active TV users. This technique
of dynamically controlling the exclusion zone enables vastly
increasing secondary spectrum re-use, compared to the “TV
white space” model where TV transmitters determine the
exclusion zone and only ”idle” channels can be re-purposed.
However, in current such dynamic spectrum sharing systems,
the sensitive operation parameters of both primary TV users
(PUs) and secondary users (SUs) need to be shared with the
spectrum database controller (SDC) for the purpose of realizing
efficient spectrum allocation. Since such SDC server is not
necessarily operated by a trusted third party, those current
systems might cause essential threatens to the privacy require-
ment from both PUs and SUs. To address this privacy issue, this
paper proposes a privacy-preserving spectrum sharing system
between PUs and SUs, which realizes the spectrum allocation
decision process using efficient multi-party computation (MPC)
technique. In this design, the SDC only performs secure
computation over encrypted input from PUs and SUs such that
none of the PU or SU operation parameters will be revealed
to SDC. The evaluation of its performance illustrates that
our proposed system based on efficient MPC techniques can
perform dynamic spectrum allocation process between PUs and
SUs efficiently while preserving users’ privacy.

I. INTRODUCTION

Today’s TV white space model of spectrum sharing in
the ultra high frequency (UHF) TV band allows regionally
unused channels to be repurposed for unlicensed-style sec-
ondary access. When a geographical region has no primary
broadcaster on a particular channel, that channel is said
to be “TV white space (TVWS),” which is then made
available for transmission by secondary users under current
regulatory frameworks, including those in the U.S. [1] and
the U.K. [27]. Unfortunately, the large number of over-
the-air TV broadcasters in many populated areas yields
extremely limited white space availability [26]. Nonetheless,
the number of viewers watching TV via UHF is dwarfed in
practice by those watching TV via satellite or cable. Further-
more, recent data shows the severe under-utilization of this

spectrum, with vast regions in the range of TV transmitters
having no active TV receivers on multiple channels even at
peak TV viewing times. To alleviate this under-utilization
of UHF, Zhang and Knightly proposed WATCH [36] (for
Wifi in Active TV CHannels), a system to enable secondary
WiFi transmission in active TV channels while simultane-
ously protecting active primary TV receivers. In contrast to
previous TVWS models which calculate exclusion zones, in
which secondary transmissions are not allowed and transmit
power is set to zero based on transmitting TV channels and
their corresponding tower locations [1], WATCH introduced
a dynamically computed exclusion zone characterized as
the union of locations where secondary user transmit power
must be reduced in order to protect active TV receivers.

A major concern in the above dynamic spectrum sharing
system between primary TV receivers (aka primary users,
or PUs) and secondary users (SUs) is privacy: TV receivers
might not want others to know what channels they are
receiving, where the operation data can be sensitive (§III-D).
Similarly, SUs’ operational parameters (viz. antenna height,
transmit power, etc.) may also be sensitive operator data,
since SU’s location can be derived from those parameters
when combined with public terrain knowledge. To realize
efficient dynamic spectrum access, WATCH requires PUs
and SUs to send their operation data (receiver channel
from PU and location and antenna height from SU) to one
central Spectrum Database Controller (SDC) for spectrum
allocation, which in turn exposes the PUs and SUs to a
potential privacy violation. For example, this central SDC
system is not necessarily trustworthy, since it may be op-
erated by untrusted third parties. Furthermore, even when
the operator of the SDC system is trusted, the SDC may
be breached by adversaries (viz. insiders and outsiders) that
are becoming prevalent today. In such scenario, an adversary
will have access to all PU and SU operation information.
How to protect PU and SU operation privacy from SDC (and
other potential adversaries) becomes a central challenge that
we believe might deter the wide adoption of this dynamic



spectrum sharing technology.
To address this privacy issue, one can turn to the general

secure multiparty computation (MPC) protocols or fully
homomorphic encryption (FHE) schemes. While these ap-
proaches are appealing, they are still far from practical for
most real-world applications and special solutions should
be developed for special cases for efficiency, as Goldreich
pointed out in [22]. Thus, one may try to simply apply
much more efficient somewhat homomorphic encryption
(SWHE) scheme. However, it is a nontrivial task to employ
existing SWHE schemes in an efficient and secure manner.
For instance, encrypting every single data that will be
transmitted through the connection using those schemes will
cause unacceptable delay, since SU needs to encrypt the
data every time it wants to request access to the WiFi
transmission. Another feature of the dynamic sharing system
that makes applying SWHE schemes nontrivial lies in the
required numeric comparisons between different ciphertexts.
One may simply use a SWHE scheme that supports secure
subtraction over ciphertexts, but the SDC still cannot know
the comparison result due to the semantic security of a
secure SWHE scheme, and thus SDC cannot fulfill the
spectrum allocation. Allowing SDC to learn the comparison
result, on the other hand, will contradict the desired security
goal (i.e., semantic security).

To this end, we fundamentally address this privacy issue
by designing a privacy-preserving spectrum sharing system.
We design and demonstrate PISA, a system that addresses
the privacy between TV signal and WiFi Transmission. The
proposed system can perform dynamic spectrum allocation
between TV receivers and SUs while preserving users’
privacy. Our scheme is based on an efficient SWHE scheme,
and it guarantees that no snooping entities, including the
SDC itself, can obtain any sensitive information about
PU and SU operation data during the dynamic spectrum
allocation process.
Contributions. Our contributions can be summarized as
follows:

1) We outline a critical privacy issue with the existing
state-of-the-art system, WATCH, and motivate for a
privacy-preserving spectrum allocation.

2) We propose PISA, a system to address this privacy is-
sue. PISA utilizes an efficient somewhat homomorphic
encryption based on the Paillier cryptosystem.

3) We provide an extensive evaluation, using experiments
using a prototype, to demonstrate that PISA meets its
requirements and goals. Compared to the generic fully
homomorphic encryption techniques, PISA provides
privacy-preserving spectrum allocation at a practical
cost.

Organization. In section II we review related work. In sec-
tion III we formalize the problem statement. In section IV we
introduce the protocol description. In section VI we evaluate

PISA. In section VII we sum up with concluding remarks
and outline various directions of future work.

II. RELATED WORK

Privacy-preserving Spectrum Sharing. To protect SU’s
location privacy against untrusted spectrum access system
(SAS), Gao et al. [17] used private information retrieval
(PIR), a cryptographic primitive that allows a user to retrieve
records from a database without revealing which records
are retrieved. Their main idea is to divide the service area
of SAS into grids where each grid’s spectrum availability
information is maintained by SAS [17]. An SU then uses PIR
to retrieve the spectrum availability information of its grid
from the database. However, Gao et al. only considered the
protection of SU’s location and did not address PU’s privacy
issue. Unlike TV white space where the PU’s operation data
(e.g., TV location) can be public and needs no protection, in
many other scenarios involving federal-commercial (public-
private) sharing the PU’s privacy is a more critical concern.

Bahrak et al. [7] identified a novel attack on PU’s oper-
ation privacy utilizing malicious SUs in SAS. Their idea is
that a malicious SU can determine the types and locations
of a PU in a given region of interest by sending seemingly
innocuous queries to SAS. To counter the attack, an obfusca-
tion technique is used to hide information revealed by SAS,
which leads to a certain level of privacy assurance.
Computing on Encrypted Data. How to outsource compu-
tations while preserving their privacy is a question that has
been raised frequently. Standard solutions rely on encrypting
data, which would perfectly solve the privacy issue. How-
ever, requirements for standard encryption schemes disallow
most functionalities: we cannot perform any computations
on the encrypted data. A solution to this is homomorphic
encryption (HE), first introduced by Rivest, Adleman and
Dertouzos in [31]. With HE, the untrusted server can carry
out computations on ciphertext and generate an encrypted
result which, when decrypted, matches the result of opera-
tions performed on the plaintext.

HE schemes that allow simple computations on encrypted
data are known for a long time, including [23], [15], [30],
[9]. Until recently, obtaining HE schemes that supports any
functionality, viz. FHE, was a major open problem. In a
breakthrough work, Gentry [19] gave the first construction
of an FHE scheme. However, his construction was very
complex. Since then FHE has been an area of very active
research, and there has been much informal discussion in the
industry as to whether FHE is implementable and practical.
While the initial solution may not have been practical, sub-
sequent developments produced considerably simpler FHE
schemes [34], [32], [11], [20], [10] Unfortunately, the com-
putation overhead incurred in those general constructions is
still far from practical. This, in turn, resulted in excluding
general FHE from adoption for many problems [35] and
sparked interests in special case solutions for efficiency



reasons. The scenario being considered in this paper is one
of those cases.

III. PRELIMINARIES

We introduce WATCH (§III-A), the design goals (§III-B),
system model (§III-C), and the scope of private and public
data used for enhancing the performance of our scheme
(§III-D).

A. The WATCH System

Settings. WATCH [36] involves three entities: SDC, primary
(active) TV receiver (PU) and secondary transmitter (SU).
The SDC serves as the coordinator between SUs and active
PUs to ensure the secondary transmissions are not interfering
with active PUs. In particular, WATCH does not explicitly
disallow secondary transmissions in certain areas. Instead, it
divides the region into blocks and computes the maximum
SU Effective Isotropic Radiation Power (EIRP) for each
block. Secondary transmission requests will be disallowed
only in blocks where the maximum SU EIRP is zero. With
the public knowledge of the information of transmit power
and location of TV transmitters, WATCH further requires
that the SDC also collects the location and channel reception
of active PUs.

WATCH dynamically controls and updates the interfer-
ence threshold of the channel used by the TV receiver. Here-
after we denote the minimum required TV signal strength
by SPU

sv min, TV signal signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio
(SINR) by ∆TV SINR, the path-loss of secondary signals by
h(·), and the maximum path-loss over a certain distance by
hmax(·).
Receiving a Certain Channel. Whenever a TV receiver
i becomes active in channel c, the SDC performs the
following:

1) Compute the distance dc within which the SU’s EIRP
needs to be updated as follows:

∆TV SINR + ∆redn =
SPU
sv min

SSU
max · hmax(dc)

, (1)

where an additional ∆redn is added to represent the
aggregate interference from multiple SU’s.

2) Update the maximum SU EIRP SSU
c,j for c to ensure

that

SSU
c,j ≤

SPU
c,i

(∆TV SINR + ∆redn) · h(dci,j)
, (2)

where each block j is within dc from i and SPU
c,i is

the mean TV signal strength at receiver i in channel
c, which is computed by the L-R irregular terrain
model [29].

Note that dc is only related to the channel and the maxi-
mum SU EIRP is limited to SSU

max. Per [36], SPU
sv min and

∆TV SINR within the TV service area can be obtained from
the legacy standards, e.g., the ATSC DTV standard [2].
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Figure 1: WATCH and Privacy-Preserving WATCH’s de-
signs.

Switching. When a receiver is turned off or switched to
another channel, all SSU

c,j within distance dc are updated
either to a larger value restricted by another active TV
receiver or to SSU

max; the latter happens if all receivers within
dc are switched to other than c or turned off. All SU’s are
required to provide their information to the SDC in order
to acquire the transmission parameters, as in the traditional
TVWS systems.

Zhang and Knightly [36] also designed WATCH-IC and
CAT, which are out of the scope of our paper, and the
interested reader may refer to [36] for further details.

As shown in Figure 1a, the primary TV receivers (PUs)
first perform initializing and update the SDC with their
operation data, such as locations and interference sensitivity
thresholds. Then, any SU that needs the spectrum must
send SDC a request for spectrum access along with its
operation data, including its location and antenna heights.
Upon receiving those operation data, SDC computes whether
the SU interference to any PU will exceed the PU’s pre-
computed interference sensitivity threshold when this SU
starts operating: the SDC computes (1) and (2) and denies
SU’s transmission request if (2) does not hold; it grants
transmission otherwise.

B. Design Goal and Threat Model

To realize efficient spectrum sharing, WATCH requires
PUs and SUs to send their operation data to SDC for
spectrum allocation, which exposes PUs and SUs to privacy
violation. The SDC is not necessarily trustworthy as it may
be operated by untrusted third parties, giving an adversary
access to all PU and SU operation information by controlling
SDC.

In our threat model, we assume that SDC is not fully
trusted by both PUs and SUs. Thus, the goal of our system
is to realize the same function as WATCH while protecting



Parameters: Let public key be (n, g), and secret key
be (λ, µ).
Encryption:
1. Let m be a message to be encrypted where m ∈ Zn.
2. Select random r ∈ Z∗

n.
3. Encrypt m and by computing m̃ = E(m, r) =
gm · rn mod n2.
Homomorphic Properties:
Addition: D(m̃1 ⊕ m2) = D(E(m1, r1) ·
E(m2, r2) mod n2) = m1 +m2 mod n
Subtraction: D(m̃1 	 m̃2) = D(E(m1, r1) ·
E(m2, r2)

−1 mod n2) = m1 −m2 mod n
Scalar Multiplication: D(m2 ⊗ m̃1) =
D(E(m1, r1)

m2 mod n2) = m1 ·m2 mod n

Figure 2: Paillier cryptosystem

the data privacy of both the PUs and SUs. We assume
a threat model where the SDC is honest-but-curious (i.e.
semi-trusted), which means that all parties in the system
exactly follow PISA’s design steps but may attempt to infer
private operation data of PUs and SUs from the information
communicated to them. More formally, the goals that PISA
is designed to protect the privacy of:

• PU’s channel reception information.
• SU’s operational parameters (viz. location and EIRP)

and the decision on transmission requests from SDC.

To design such a system, we employ the homomorphic
properties of Paillier cryptosystem [30] (c.f. Figure 2 for
a brief description). We separate the sensitive parameters
that need privacy protection from what can be publicly
revealed. Only sensitive private parameters are encrypted
while other computations can be done on data of plaintext
form, which provides significant computation and communi-
cation improvements. Then, we decompose the computation
on private parameters into a set of basic arithmetic oper-
ations that can be homomorphically computed. By doing
that, all private inputs to the system from PU and SU are in
ciphertext form such that they cannot be decrypted by the
SDC or any other snooping identity without valid decryption
keys.

C. System Model and Operation

Entities. Our system includes four entities (Figure 3): SDC
for computing spectrum allocation, PUs and SUs in the
service area of SDC, and a Semi-trusted Third Party (STP).

In PISA, STP creates a global Paillier public/private key
pair (pkG, skG). The STP is trusted for keeping skG as
a secret only known to itself. Each SU i has her own
pair of Paillier public/private keys (pki, ski) and uploads
pki to STP. Using pki and skG, the STP can provide key
conversion service to SDC Server. Specifically, the STP
helps SDC convert a ciphertext encrypted by pkG to another
ciphertext encrypting the same plain message over pki so
that the resulting ciphertext is decrypted by SU i. Anyone

can retrieve pkG and SU Paillier public keys (e.g. pki for
SU i) from the STP.
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Figure 3: secure WATCH overview

System operation. All PUs will update the SDC server with
their operation information every time they change channels.
To ensure privacy, PUs encrypt their operation information
using pkG before sending the update to SDC. Then, when an
SU i needs to obtain the spectrum access right, our proposed
system works as follows (also as shown in Figure 3):

1) SU i prepares and transmits a request for the secondary
spectrum access to SDC server by including the cipher-
text of its operation information encrypted using pkG.

2) Upon receiving SU i’s request for a license (transmis-
sion permission), the SDC server and STP perform a
secure computation over the encrypted SU and PU in-
formation to determine whether the interference on any
PU exceeds a desirable threshold when the requesting
SU i is allowed to transmit. A response is generated
and sent to SU i.

3) The response includes a ciphertext encrypted by SU i’s
own public key pki. After getting the response, SU i
decrypts the response message and should be able to
learn if its request for WiFi transmission is permitted
or not.

In 2) above, the SDC utilizes the key conversion capability of
the STP to generate a response to SU i based on the private
spectrum computation results. Since SDC Server does not
know skG, both the PU and SU operation information and
the secure computation results stay encrypted and remain
private during the computation. In 3), the SU i can also
obtain a properly digitally signed secondary transmission
license from the decrypted response message when per-
mission is granted. The license will contain the SU i’s
operation parameter specification and will be properly signed
with a digital signature for preventing potential forging or
tampering attempts. Furthermore, only the owner SU i of a
valid decryption key ski is able to decrypt the response mes-
sage to obtain the license. In the entire process, all private
PU and SU operation data and the intermediate and final
computation results stay in ciphertext format and are never
exposed to any other part of this proposed system, including
the SDC server and the STP. The design mainly leverages the



homomorphic properties of the Paillier cryptosystem [30].

D. Private Input Data and Public Data

The main facilitator of our efficiency is the separation of
data into public and private, which we discuss below.
Private data. To prevent the aggregate SU interference
from harming PUs, operation data of PUs and SUs need
to be provided to the system to predict received signal
strength from SUs to PUs, which is then compared with
PUs interference thresholds, i.e., (2). From SU, the location,
transmitter power, antenna gain, and line loss information are
required. From PU, the channel reception information and
interference threshold are required as private data.
Public data. Other parameters are set as pre-determined
values from regulation, standards, and pre-computation and
hence need no privacy protection. Also, terrain information
is public knowledge that is easily found on government
terrain database like [3], [33]. The location of a TV receiver
is usually fixed, and thus is public; as pointed out in [36],
registration of TV location is already required in countries
like Norway [16].
Input format and representation. Per [36], we quantize the
service area of the SDC server into B small blocks. Since PU
and SU have different private input data to the system, we
pre-process them in two different ways. For PU, we quantize
the channel reception information into C slots. For SU, we
quantize its transmitter power PT , antenna gain GA and
line-loss LS, and compute EIRP = PT +GA− LS.

Using this quantization, an PU i’s private input data is rep-
resented by a two-dimensional matrix Ti := {ti(c, i)}C×B .
When the PU receiver i is located in geographic block
i and switches to channel c , ti(c, i) equals an integer
representation of the mean TV signal strength in mW at the
TV receiver i in channel c. Otherwise, ti(c, i) is set to 0.
For SU j’s private operation data, we use a two-dimensional
matrix Sj = {sj(c, b)}C×B . If SU j is located in block b,
sj(c, b) equals SU j’s EIRP SSU

c,j for channel c in integer
form (e.g. in the unit of mW). Otherwise, sj(c, b) equals 0,
indicating no active transmission in such a configuration.

To ensure PU and SU data privacy, each entry of Ti

and Sj are encrypted by pkG before sending them to SDC.
For notation simplicity, given any plaintext m, we denote
its ciphertext created using pkG by m̃. M̃ denotes the
encryption of the matrix M by pkG. Hence, PU i submits T̃i

to the SDC server in its update message and SU j transmits
S̃j to the SDC server in its request for secondary access.

IV. PROTOCOL DESIGN

For secure computations at the SDC server side, we
first outline the computation steps in the plaintext domain
(§IV-A) then show how to realize these computation steps
homomorphically in the ciphertext domain to preserve pri-
vacy (§IV-B). We conclude the section with the final system
operation (§IV-B).

A. Spectrum Computation in Plaintext

The spectrum computation in the plaintext form consists
of initialization, update from the PU, and request for trans-
mission from SU. In the following, we describe each of those
steps.

1) Initialization: In this step, the SDC server precom-
putes the maximum SU EIRP e for each block with the
information of transmit power and location of TV transmit-
ters and the location and channel reception of active TV
receivers using some pathloss model (such as the Extended
Hata sub-urban model [5]), and define E = {ES(c, b)}B×C
where ES(c, b) is the maximum SU EIRP for block b and
channel c.

2) Update from PU: Every time a PU receiver is turned
off or switched to another channel, the SDC server aggre-
gates all PU inputs to create T′ as

T′ =
∑

i∈ all PUs

Ti, (3)

where T ′(c, b) :=
∑

i∈ all PUs Ti(c, b),∀ (c, b) ∈ (C,B).
Note that if a PU receiving channel c exists in block i,
Ti(c, b) equals the mean TV signal strength SPU

c,i at TV
receiver i in channel c; otherwise, Ti(c, b) = 0. For notation
simplicity, here we can assume only one PU in each block.
For the case having multiple PUs in one block, we can
simply create one Ti(c, b) entry for each PU. Since a block
is normally of size 10m × 10m (as pointed out in [36]),
the number of PUs in one block would be just a small
constant. The SDC server then initializes an interference
budget matrix N := {N(b, c)}B×C ,∀(b, c) ∈ (B,C) as

N(c, b) =

{
T ′(c, b), if T ′(c, b) 6= 0

ES(c, b), if T ′(c, b) = 0
, (4)

3) Transmission Request from SU: Whenever SU j needs
a WiFi permission, it prepares a request by computing

Fj(c, i) = SSU
c,j · h(dci,j), (5)

where dci,j is the distance between PU in block i and SU
in block j. Since the TV receiver i’s location is fixed and
registered, dci,j can be pre-computed.

Upon receiving a transmission request from SU j, the
SDC server computes the interference that SU j imposes on
the PU receiving c in block i as:

Rj(c, i) = Fj(c, i) · (∆TV SINR + ∆redn), (6)

for all PU i within distance dc from SU, where dc is
derived from (1). With matrix Rj = {Rj(c, i)}C×B , SDC
then subtracts SU j’s interference from N to create an
interference indicator matrix Ij as

Ij = N−Rj . (7)

Decision on transmission request. Note that in the original
WATCH system, SDC will only simply send out a notifica-
tion, instead of an actual transmission permission license,



since that original work did not consider security issues. To
protect SU’s privacy, a system should as well prevent SDC
from knowing the decision on SU’s transmission request.
To do that, we introduce an actual transmission permission
license, which is typically defined as a digital signature. This
license will be encrypted and sent out by SDC whether
SU is granted permission or not, but SU can retrieve the
valid permission license only when it is allowed to transmit
(c.f. §IV-B for more details). Therefore, the decision on
SU’s transmission request will be made according to the
following:
• Some entries in Ij are less than or equal to 0. In

this case, the interference budget for some PU with
configuration (c, i) is exceeded. Thus, the SDC server
denies SU j’s WiFi transmission request and will not
return a valid transmission permission license.

• All entries in Ij are greater than 0. In this case, all
channel receptions of PUs are safe. Thus, the SDC
server permits SU j’s WiFi transmission request and
returns a valid transmission license.

We can see that, regardless of whether SU j receives a
valid transmission permission license or not, the interference
budgets stay the same because the situation of multiple SUs
is handled by the value ∆redn. In such a manner, the system
will keep updating the parameters, and the feedback loop
ensures that the PUs are finally protected and N becomes
stable (c.f. [36] for more details). Note that the initialization
step does not require any private input data. Hence, it can
be carried out in the plaintext domain. For the other steps,
the computations will directly or indirectly use the private
input data of PUs and SUs. Therefore, as shown in §IV-B
they need to be carried out over encrypted data.

B. The Proposed System

In this section, we will give the details of how to carry out
the computation steps from §IV-A in a privacy-preserving
way. A systematic description of how the protocol works
in one round as a protocol is illustrated by Figure 4 and
Figure 5. Recall that in this system, the location of TV
receiver is part of public knowledge. Figure 4 gives the
steps which TV receiver i takes to inform SDC when it is
switching to channel c. Figure 5 shows how a transmission
request from SU will be processed among SU j, SDC and
STP. Those formulas referred in the two figures will be
explained below.
Update from PU. (see Figure 4) Given all PUs’ private
input ti, formula (3) can be realized over ciphertexts by
straightforward homomorphic addition as

T̃′ = ⊕i∈ all PUsT̃i, (8)

where Ti := {Ti(c, i)}C×B and ⊕i∈ all PUs is the homo-
morphic version of

∑
i∈ all PUs.

From §IV-A2, this matrix T̃′ determines the encrypted
version of matrix defined by formula (4). However, to realize

TV receiver i:
Assume that it is receiving channel c in block i,

1) Set T (c, i) = SPU
c,i , T (k, i) = 0,∀k = 1, · · · , C, k 6=

c.
2) Encrypt T (k, i),∀k = 1, · · · , C using public key pkG.
3) Send SDC the generated ciphertexts

T̃ (1, i), · · · , T̃ (C, i).
SDC:
Upon receiving {T̃ (1, i), · · · , T̃ (C, i)} from receiver i,

4) Compute (8), (9), (10) to get the encrypted interference
budget matrix Ñ.

Figure 4: Channel Reception Update

SU j:
1) Compute (5) and then encrypt to get F̃j =
{Fj(c, i)}C×B .

2) Send F̃j to SDC.
SDC: Upon receiving F̃j from SU j,

3) Calculate (11) using homomorphic scalar multiplication
to get R̃j = {Rj(c, i)}C×B .

4) Compute (12) to get the encrypted interference indicator
matrix Ĩj .

5) Input matrix Ĩj to (14) to obtain Ṽj = {Vj(c, i)}C×B ,
and then forward the matrix Ṽj to STP.

STP: Upon receiving Ṽj from SDC,
6) Decrypt each Vj(c, i) and set new value Xj(c, i) as

defined by formula (15).
7) Encrypt each Xj(c, i) using SU j’s public key to get

X̃j

pkj
(c, i).

8) Define a matrix X̃j = {X̃j

pkj
(c, i)}C×B and send this

matrix back to SDC.
SDC: Upon receiving X̃j from SDC,

9) Compute (16) to derive Q̃j

pkj
(c, i) which is ensured to

satisfy (13).
10) Generate a signature SGj and then encrypt it using SU

j’s public key pkj to get S̃Gj

pkj .
11) Calculate formula (17) to obtain G̃j

pkj which is a
ciphertext of a valid signature when SU j is allowed
for transmission, and then forward G̃j

pkj to SU j.

Figure 5: Transmission Permission Request

formula (4) is not trivial since determining the equality
of T ′(c, b) and 0 in ciphertext domain is a tricky integer
comparison problem. Some of the existing methods [13],
[12], [18] require the involved integers to be encrypted bit
by bit. Consequently, this will make the rest computations
involving T ′(c, b) extremely complex and time-consuming.
(Those methods will also need multiple rounds of com-
munications, which is not desirable in this context.) We
completely avoid the overhead of secure integer comparison
by utilizing the following method.

First, we adjust the PU’s way of computing its Ti(c, i),
assuming Ti(c, i) is a positive integer. If the PU in block i is



receiving channel c, we create Wi(c, i) = Ti(c, i)−ES(c, i).
The other entries of Wi(c, i) are set to 0. The PU submits
W̃i = {Wi(c, i)}C×B to the SDC server. Then, in the SDC
server we compute the following instead of formula (7)

W̃′ = ⊕i∈ all PUsW̃i. (9)

The SDC sever then encrypts the matrix E =
{ES(c, i)}C×B (defined in §IV-A1) to obtain Ẽ. Note that
in this matrix, each entry ES(c, i) is the maximum SU EIRP
for block b and channel c. Finally, we homomorphically
compute:

Ñ = ⊕i∈ all PUsW̃′ ⊕ Ẽ. (10)

Accordingly, we can use (9) and (10) to realize (4) without
the need to perform any secure integer comparison.
Transmission Request from SU. (Figure 5) Whenever an
SU j wants to transmit data using WiFi, it prepares and
encrypts its request; besides computing (5), SU j also
needs to encrypt the resulting values. Then formula (6)
can be easily realized in ciphertext domain by Paillier’s
homomorphic operations:

R̃j = {R̃j(c, i)}C×B
= {F̃ (c, i)⊗X}C×B), (11)

Ĩj = Ñ	 R̃j , (12)

where, from (5), X = ∆TV SINR + ∆redn.
However, to decide if an SU is allowed to transmit is not

a simple task when using encrypted information provided
by SU. First, one has to find out the sign of all entries in
Ĩj , which requires secure integer comparisons. Second, if Ĩj
indicates that an SU will not cause significant interference
to any TV receiver, we have to generate a valid transmission
permission license for this SU. This requires specifying the
operation parameters of SU and the permission license to
be properly digitally signed to prevent tampering attempts.
Also, to ensure privacy of SU, whether the SU obtains the
license or not, the specification of SU’s operation parameters
in the license should also be kept private. We solve these
challenges by a two-step approach using the key conversion
in STP as follows:
• Step (1). SDC in this step creates a ciphertext Q̃j

pkj

=

{Q̃j

pkj

(c, i)}C×B , whose plaintext has the property:

Qj(c, i) :=

{
0, if Ij(c, i) > 0

−2, if Ij(c, i) ≤ 0
, (13)

Here Qpkj

j (c, i) is encrypted by the individual Paillier public
key pkj of SU j, instead of the group public key. The key
conversion is realized by leveraging STP, who possesses
the group private key skG and can decrypt any message
encrypted by pkG. Specifically, the SDC server first sends
the following ciphertext for all pairs (c, i) to the STP:

Ṽj(c, i) := ε(c, i)⊗
[[
α(c, i)⊗ Ĩj(c, i)

]
	 β̃(c, i)

]
. (14)

In (14) α(c, i), β(c, i) are one-time large positive random
integers generated for each pair (c, i), and α(c, i) > β(c, i)
holds for any (c, i). ε(c, i) is randomly selected in {-1, 1}.
α(c, i) and β(c, i) are used for hiding the sign of Ij(c, i)
when Vj(c, i) is exposed in the decryption phase. It is not
hard to see that the plaintext of ε(c, i)⊗Ṽj(c, i) has the same
sign as the plaintext of Ĩj(c, i), yet it is difficult for the STP
to know the value and sign of Ĩj(c, i)’s plaintext by only
knowing Ṽj(c, i). Thus, the operation in (11) prevents any
potential leakage of spectrum allocation information to the
STP with the security guarantee provided by the underlying
Paillier cryptosystem.

The STP decrypts Ṽj(c, i) and creates Xj(c, i) as follows

Xj(c, i) :=

{
1, if Vj(c, i) > 0

−1, if Vj(c, i) ≤ 0
. (15)

The STP then encrypts Xj(c, i) using SU j’s individual

Paillier public key pkj to create X̃j

pkj

(c, i) and sends back

X̃j = {X̃j

pkj

(c, i)}C×B . Note that since only SU j knows
the secret key skj , the SDC server cannot derive the plaintext
of X̃j .

Upon receiving X̃j , the SDC server then computes

Q̃j

pkj

(c, i) :=
[
ε(c, i)⊗ X̃j

pkj

(c, i)
]
	 1̃pkj (c, i), (16)

where ε(c, i) is the one used in (14). According to (14) and
(15), we can see that the plaintext of Q̃j

pkj

(c, i) satisfies
(13).
• Step (2). In this step, we grant or deny SU j’s request for
transmission by homomorphic computation using Q̃j

pkj

=

{Q̃j

pkj

(c, i)}C×B . Concretely, the SDC server first creates
a license for SU j to transmit. The license includes the
identity of SU j, the identity of license issuer (e.g., the SDC
server), and S̃j , which is the ciphertext of SU j’s operation
parameters that are submitted in its transmission request.
The SDC server uses a typical digital signature algorithm
(e.g., RSA, DSA, etc.) to generate a signature SGj of the
license. Using the SU j’s public key pkj , the SDC server

encrypts SGj as S̃Gj

pkj

. It then computes

G̃j

pkj

:= S̃Gj

pkj ⊕
[
η ⊗

(
⊕c,iQ̃j

pkj

(c, i)
)]
, (17)

where η is a one-time large random integer. In essence,
G̃j

pkj

holds the ciphertext of the valid license signature
SGj when all Qj(c, i) are 0. From (13), this case can only
happen when all Ij(c, i) are positive numbers, indicating
that all channel receptions of PUs are safe. If any of the
Qj(c, i) is not 0, SU j should not be granted to transmit
since some PU’s interference threshold will be exceeded.
In this case, (17) makes sure that Gj becomes an invalid
signature SGj+η′, where η′ is some random number related
to η.



The SDC server then sends the transmission permission
license along with G̃j

pkj

back to SU j in response to j’s

transmission request. Upon receiving G̃j

pkj

, SU j decrypts
to obtain Gj . If SU j attains a valid signature (i.e. when
Gj = SGj), SU j knows that it can perform WiFi trans-
mission. Otherwise, SU j’s transmission request is denied.
The above approach ensures that SU j can obtain a properly
signed transmission permission license only when its opera-
tion does not disturb PUs. Also due to the unforgeability of
a secure digital signature scheme and the bijective property
(Lemma 3 in [30]) of Paillier cryptosystem, a dishonest SU
cannot forge a valid license.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS

[30] proved that Paillier cryptosystem is semantically
secure in Theorem 15. Our proposed system achieves the
same security level as the underlying Paillier cryptosystem
does. This can be summarized in a more formal language
as follows.

Lemma V.1. Assuming that 1) Paillier cryptosystem is
semantically secure, 2) random blinding factors are properly
generated, and 3) the semi-honest SDC and STP are non-
colluding, the proposed system PISA executes the WATCH
system in a privacy-preserving way.

Proof: It can be proved using the composition theo-
rem [19] under the semi-honest model by analyzing the
security of each step in PISA system. Note that all the
computations done by SDC are performed over ciphertexts.
This means, if STP is not colluding with SDC, then SDC
cannot learn any information of the private SU operational
parameters or the PU’s channel reception, due to the se-
mantic security of Paillier cryptosystem [30]. In the key
conversion step, even though STP can obtain the underlying
plaintext Vj(c, i) (in 15), the privacy is still be perserved
as long as knowing Vj(c, i) only gives STP negligible
advantage in distinguishing between Ij(c, i)’s and random
guesses [28]. This can be achieved by utilizing proper
random blinding factors ε(c, i), α(c, i), and β(c, i). With
those random factors, we can obfuscate the true value and
sign of Ij(c, i).

VI. EVALUATION AND EXPERIMENT

We introduce the evaluation of PISA using both simula-
tion and real-world experiments based on a prototype. As
for the performance of the original WATCH system, please
refer to [36].

A. Simulation Results

Evaluation criteria. To evaluate PISA, we use computation
and communication overhead as criteria. We evaluate the
initialization and request processing on the SDC server upon
receiving a WiFi transmission request from an SU, and the
time and storage consumption of the Paillier cryptosystem.

Settings. Table I shows the evaluation settings. We use 60-
bit integer representation, which satisfies FCC regulation [1],
[4] and SPLAT [6]. We implement a software prototype
of PISA using the GMP library [24] of arbitrary precision
integer. NIST’s recommendations [8] indicate a security
level of 112 bits, which is achieved by setting n to 2048
bits. We compile our code on a Dell desktop with Intel Core
i5-2400 CPU running at 3.10GHz with 4GB of RAM.

Table I: Parameter Settings

Number of PUs 100
Number of blocks 600

Number of channels 100
Bit length of integer representation 60

Benchmark. Table II shows the benchmark of Paillier
cryptosystem in the aforementioned settings, measuring the
operation time (average of 30 iterations) and storage. We
found that the total time for preparing a transmission request
by SU is about 4 mins, which can be pre-computed offline
for efficiency. We also notice ≈ 3 mins for processing
this request. We note that the SDC is simulated using an
off-the-shelf desktop, without any optimizations. However,
in reality, an SDC would normally utilize a much more
powerful hardware and can process the transmission request
much faster. Thus, to request a transmission permission
from SDC, SU just needs to spend a reasonably small
amount of time (here ≈ 7 mins) to prepare and wait until
he can get the permission. Compared to generic methods
based on fully homomorphic encryptions, this is acceptable
and practical: recent implementations [20], [14], [25] of
fully homomorphic encryption schemes still require daunting
overheads in terms of time and storage consumption. (Even
computing AES circuit [21] over encrypted data will take
≈ 5.8 seconds and will use ≈ 21 MB of memory per 128-
bit input message. c.f. [21] for formal details).

Table II: Benchmark of Paillier cryptosystem (n is 2048-bit)

Public key size 4096 bits
Secret key size 4096 bits

Plaintext message size 2048 bits
Ciphertext size 4096 bits

Encryption 30.378 ms
Decryption 21.170 ms

Homomorphic addition 0.004 ms
Homomorphic subtraction 0.073 ms

Homomorphic scale (100-bit constant) 1.564 ms
Homomorphic scale 18.867 ms

Evaluation results. Figure 6 shows the evaluation results of
PISA. Whenever an SU j wants to make a WiFi transmission
request, it prepares a request by encrypting her private
operational parameter {F (c, i)}C×B as specified by (5) in
§IV-A3 with C = 100 and B = 600, which takes about
221s. This preparation phase can be precomputed, since SU
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Figure 6: System Evaluation

will not change its own configurations frequently. Also a
portion of the encrypted data is encryptions of 0, because
SU only needs to include the values of F (c, i)’s, where i is
within a certain distance from SU, which is dc based on (1).
The resulting ciphertext F̃ = {F̃ (c, i)}C×BC ×B is about
29 MB. SU j then sends this request to the SDC server. Note
that although SU will not change its operational parameters
frequently, it might want the ciphertext that encrypts the
same parameters to look different. In order to achieve that,
SU can simply multiply the pre-stored ciphertexts by rn with
a new randomly selected r (as seen in Figure 2). This will be
a relatively much cheaper procedure than re-constructing the
request, since for each entry in the submitted matrix it only
involves one multiplication (which takes the same amount
of time as homomorphic addition as shown in Table II).

It is worth to point out that the 221s time overhead
incurred during request preparation can be dramatically
reduced to ≈ 11s if SU will use the same configuration for
all the channels it is requesting, that is, one configuration for
all the 100 channels in this simulation. This is because SU
can use the strategy mentioned above to randomize the en-
crypted parameters, which involves only one multiplication
per ciphertext.

One might be also concerned that if the PUs switch the
channels frequently, then those PUs need to send update
requests to the SDC very often and thus causing SUs to
request new transmission accesses very frequently; while the
update requests from PUs do not happen often in practice.
As pointed out in [36] (§3.3) channels are categorized into
physical and virtual channels, and each physical channel
can contain several virtual channels. Hence, when a PU
is switching between virtual channels but staying in the
same physical channel, it does not need to notify the SDC.
The update request is required only when the PU switches
between physical channels. Per [16], TV viewers switch
between virtual channels about 2.3-2.7 times per hour on
average, and the rate of switching between physical channels
is much lower.

After receiving SU j’s request, the SDC server spends
about 219s to process this request. Concretely, the SDC
server computes (11), (12), (14), (16) and (17), and it will
generate a response to SU j of size about 4.1kb, which
is the size of one ciphertext in Paillier cryptosystem with

n = 2048 as shown in Table II. In order to update, PU sends
the encrypted form of W̃i as explained in §IV-B, which is
of size ≈0.05MB. Note that the size of the encrypted data
sent by PU is independent of the number of blocks in the
service area and it grows linearly with only the number of
channels that PU receives. This is particularly true because
the location of TV receiver can be fixed and registered,
which is already required in some countries as pointed out
in [16]. With the update request from PU, the SDC server
needs to perform formulas (9) and (10), which takes about
2.6s for each update.
SU’s location privacy vs time trade-off. In the simulation
above, we consider preventing the SDC from knowing any
information related to SU’s location. This is, during each
transmission request, SU needs to submit an encrypted
matrix of size proportional to the area size, which requires
homomorphic operations over the encrypted data associated
with the entire area. Thus, one way to reduce the compu-
tational overheads incurred during request generation is to
relax the level of the desired privacy of SU’s location. If
the SDC is allowed to know within which specified area
the SU is located, then the SU just needs to compute an
encrypted matrix of size equal to the number of blocks in
the specified area. For instance, in our simulation setting, one
SU in the north part of the entire (600-block) map wants to
transmit and the SDC is allowed to know that this SU is
located somewhere in the north. To prepare such request,
SU computes an encrypted 100×300 (instead of 100×600)
matrix and consequently SDC just needs to handle this
smaller size matrix for processing the request. Note that the
homomorphic operations are applied to each entry one by
one in the encrypted matrix. Therefore, it is easy to see that
the relation between the privacy of SU’s location and request
preparation/processing time is asymptotically linear. That is,
the request preparation/processing time grows linearly as
the protection level on SU’s location increases, and it will
reach the maximum value when considering the complete
protection of SU’s location.

B. Real Experiments

Experiment Setup. To verify the validity PISA, we setup
an experiment environment with Soft Define Radio (SDR,
consisting of two Ettus USRP N210 devices as SU1 and
SU2, Ettus USRP X310 as PU, and a DELL E6520 lap-top
as the SDC). All the USRP devices work on the 2.4GHz
with IEEE 802.11g. We choose channel 6 (Center frequency
2.437GHz, bandwidth 22MHz) for our experiment; this
channel has the minimum interference based on our test,
although any channel that has such characteristics could
be used. All equipments are shown in Figure 7. With the
software GNU Radio on SDC we can visually monitor all
the signal received by SUs and PU.

In this experiment, we consider the following scenarios.
1) PU is not occupying channel 6, and SU1 and SU2 are
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Figure 7: The Experiment Environment.

transmitting signals through channel 6. 2) PU wants to use
channel 6, and thus PU sends a feedback signal to SDC. 3)
SU1 and SU2 prepare and send out the transmission requests
to SDC. 4) After processing the transmission requests from
SU1 and SU2, SDC grants the transmission permission to
the one which will not cause significant inference to PU.
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Figure 9: Request from SU.

Scenario 1. At the beginning of the experiment, SU1 and
SU2 are transmitting on channel 6 while we are monitoring
the channel using PU. As a result, Figure 8 shows that two
packets were sent from SU1 and SU2 within about 0.35ms,
which are received by PU with sample rate 20MHz. The
waveforms received by PU shown in Figure 8 are of two
different amplitudes (which means that the signal strength
or power). It is easy to see that this difference stems from
the fact that the distance of the two SUs from PU is not
equal.
Scenario 2. Figure 10 shows that SU1 and SU2 occupy the
channel and transmit signals on it. When PU wants to use
the channel, it sends an update message (using the channel)
to the SDC right at the moment it starts to use this channel.
SDC notifies SU1 and SU2 of PU’s usage and requests them
to stop transmitting so that PU can occupy the channel.
Scenario 3. After PU starts using the channel, SU1 and SU2

want to request sharing the channel with PU (SU wants to
transmit in active PU channel). As in Figure 11, SU1 and
SU2 send transmission requests to SDC for transmission
permission on the channel, and then the SDC sends back
acknowledgement messages to notify them of the reception
of requests. Whether they will be allowed to transmit or not
will be the decision made by SDC in the next scenario.
Scenario 4. Upon receiving two SUs’ transmission requests,

  SU1 SU2 SU1 SU2

Figure 10: Update from PU.

  SU1 SU2 SU1 SU2

Figure 11: Request from
SU.

the SDC processes the requests and decides if they, operating
with the submitted configuration, will cause interference to
PU’s usage on the channel. If the average signal strength
of SU is not excessively strong (lower than a threshold
associated with PU’s) so that a noticeable interfere to PU’s
usage will occur, the SDC will allow SU to transmit on
channel as well. In Figure 9, we can see that SDC lets one
of the SUs transmit. In this experiment, SU2 is allowed
to transmit and sends out about 11 packets within 20ms
(sample rate is 20MHz).

The four scenarios above together depict a typical sit-
uation where SUs want to transmit after PU updates the
channel he is receiving. In our experiment, two SUs are
requesting to transmit over a specified channel, and SDC
only allows the one whose transmission will not have sig-
nificant impact on PU’s reception to transmit. This verifies
the validity of the proposed PISA.

VII. CONCLUSION

We design PISA, a protocol for dynamic spectrum al-
location while preserving users’ privacy. PISA uses the
homomorphic properties of the Paillier cryptosystem by
decomposing the complex spectrum allocation process into
basic arithmetic computation types that can be performed
homomorphically. We implemented and conducted experi-
ments to evaluate PISA, showing its feasibility in a real-
world application.

In the future, we will relax the assumption on the STP
in PISA. Specifically, we will pursue a model that does not
involve an STP, and a protocol that requires less commu-
nication rounds and latency, compared with PISA, which
requires STP.
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